Zatun Game Studio Releases a List
of Tools That Aid in iPhone
Development
April 18, 2014
Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
(rushPRnews) 04/18/14 — Zatun
Game Studio, a leading crossplatform video game development
company has released a secret
list of tools that they say plays a
very crucial role in iPhone
programming and development.
The reputed iPhone game
development(http://zatun.com/game-development-services/iphonegames/iphone-game-development/ ) company targets the list at young
iPhone developers and everyone who wishes to get into the iPhone game
development market. Most of the recommended tools will take care of
everything from the iPhone art on the apps to coding the apps so that they
are fuctional.

The iPhone has been a major success across the world since Apple
launched it a few years ago. This momentous success has continued to
attract many programmers into iPhone development. Regrettably, though, the
array of iPhone programming tools available to choose from usually confuses
many of these young techpreneurs.
The list that Zatun recommends is made of combination of tools that are free
to download as well as a few others that are available at a fee. By using

these tools, iPhone developers can create video games, applications such
as schedulers, ebook readers or maps as well as iPhone art that is in high
resolution.

Sweb Apps is one of the tools that Zatun Game Studio recommends. Sweb
Apps make it possible for the complete iPhone development beginners to
design and deploy fully functional iPhone apps without knowledge of any
programming code. The platform provides users with template that they can
tweak, customize and manipulate to develop iPhone apps on the go. Sweb
Apps also allows users to choose the iPhone art they want to use in their
apps.
For the young developers who have ideas of iPhone apps that they would
like to develop but lack the technical knowhow, Zatun Game Studi
recommends AppIncubator. This is an app that lets aspiring iPhone
developers submit their app suggestions to an iPhone development team
that reviews them and creates the app. If the app becomes successful, the
user who suggested it gets 25 per cent of all the revenue earned by the app.
The other tools that assist beginning iPhone developers include:
1. Kanchoo
2. AppBreeder

3. MyAppBuilder
4. GameSalad, and
5. EbookApp
Each of the above iPhone Programming tools work differently and are ideal
for the beginner iPhone developer or investor who doesn’t know much about
iPhone Programming.
For more information about other tools that Zatun recommends, users are
recommended to use the company’s contact us page
(http://zatun.com/contact-us/our-contact/) to request for the information.
Alternatively, users can outsource their iPhone development projects to
Zatun Game Studi. The company has a pool of talented developers who
specialize in iPhone programming and iPhone game development.
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